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Today, we don't get nearly enough play in our lives. At
school, kids are drilled on exams, while at home we're all
glued to our phones and screens. Former children's laureate
and bestselling author, Michael Rosen, is here to show us
how to put this right - and why it matters so much for
creativity, resilience and much more. Packed with silliness,
activities and prompts for creative indoor and outdoor play for
all ages - with specially illustrated pages for everything from
doodling to word play and after-dinner games.
Do you wonder whether trying to live a greener lifestyle
makes any difference at all? Have you ever wondered about
the facts and figures behind green living? Does it wind you up
that trying to save the planet seems to cost the earth? But
going 'green' doesn't have to cost you money and, yes, it
does make a difference. In this book you will find 101 simple
ways in which your family can live a little bit greener without it
costing a penny. And it goes a lot further too, because, by
following some of these straightforward tips, you will actually
save money. Lots of money! 101 Ways gives you tips on how
to reduce food waste, how to save water, how to save energy
and fuel and how to reuse and recycle your stuff. It gives you
the science and maths behind these efforts and clearly shows
why and how doing all this is worthwhile. Go on...you know
you want to...find out how you can start a green revolution in
your family today!
Play, jump, drive, pull, help, or just soak up the limelight—101
Ways to Do More with Your Dog builds confidence and jump
starts the bonding process between dog and owner. You will
never have a bored, rainy day again! See happy dogs and
their owners participating in a wide range of activities
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together, and bringing joy to others, and you, too, will be
inspired to find new things to do with your beloved dog. You
may have heard of agility, search & rescue, or thought, “My
dog should be on TV!” With our busy schedules and
demands on our time, we can’t always convert our dreams
into reality. With 101 Ways to Do More with Your Dog, you
have 101 easy ways to get inspired. For each activity, you’ll
learn the best type of dog, how to get started, and where to
find governing organizations. Then, you go one step further:
enjoy the visual, step-by-step instruction on how to teach your
dog the basics. That way, you can try the sport out on your
own at home, without the commitment of signing up for a
class. And if you DO decide that this is an activity that you'd
like to pursue, you can go into a class with confidence!
Activities for you and your dog include: -Volleyball -Jump
Rope -Scent Work -Sledding -How to work with hearingimpaired dogs -Becoming a therapy dog, an animal actor, a
dog blood donor, and much more!
When it was first published in 1995, Mel Silberman's 101
Ways to Make Training Active became an instant bestseller.
Now this revised and updated second edition offers the same
dynamic approach and several completely new case
examples. The examples support each exercise and highlight
real-time uses of the highly successful Active Training
method. In addition, the book includes 200 training tips that
form the nuts-and-bolts of successful active training. These
tips incorporated in the book's top ten lists show how to build
quality, activity, variety, and direction into your training
programs. For the first time 101 Ways to Make Training
Active features a CD-ROM containing all the original "Top
Ten Trainers Tips and Techniques" lists for easy reproduction
and distribution.
Whether you want to supplement your income or work fulltime from your home, this book will spark your creativity and
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inspire you to take steps to make your dreams reality. It's full
of practical tips such as having a plan, setting up a
workplace, assessing your abilities, and networking. The
money-making ideas offered range from ones that include
little or no expertise or capital to those which require special
skills or equipment and start-up capital.
Make Every Second Count goes beyond the usual timemanagement books to bring you a broad range of strategies
and tactics—dozens of proven methods to get more done in
less time. You'll discover how to maximize your time by
setting priorities, create useful schedules, and overcome
procrastination, how to boost your energy level and
productivity with proper diet, exercise, and sleep. You'll also
learn how using the latest technology can enable you to
manage information and communicate more effectively and
efficiently. Make Every Second Count will show you: How to
eliminate bad habits and unnecessary activities that slow you
down. The painless way to handle paperwork. How to master
the art of saying no. The three types of to-do lists every
person should keep. Make Every Second Count also contains
time-tested advice on goal setting, business travel, social
networking, mobile technology, planning systems, and time
management in the home.
101 Ways To Make Money OnlineBest 101 Ways To Make
Money OnlineThere are countless ways to make money
online or from home - but not all those ways are legitimate.
On the contrary, it seems there are more work from home
scams nowadays than there are opportunities.Fortunately,
we've compiled the most comprehensive list of ways you can
make money from home that are guaranteed to be legitimate.
While you won't get filthy rich with some of these methods,
they are all genuine ways you can make money online or
from home - even if you have no experience or known
skills.No Hidden Talents or Specialized Skills? No
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ProblemBefore we jump into the meat of the list, let's clear
something up: there are ways to make money from home
even for the individuals who don't think they're very artistic,
aren't good at writing, or just don't know what they're best at
in the world yet.Thinking that you need a specialized set of
skills before you dive into working from home is what is
holding countless people back - are you going to be the first
to jump in?There are some ways on this list to earn money
from home and online even if you don't think you're a crafty,
capable work-from-home individual. There's a way to make
money from home for virtually anyone - it just takes finding
out how.

Live the Lifestyle of Your Dreams! Are you hoping to
build a better life for you and your family? Can you
see yourself here? I could use some extra money to
take a cool vacation or buy my kids something they
really want. I dream of taking a chance on one of my
own ideas and turning it into reality. I'm bored and
have extra time on my hands. I'm looking for a way
my whole family can work together. Imagine earning
thousands more each year--all in your free time.
Thousands of people have found a way to live the
lifestyle of their dreams--and now you can, too. Over
a hundred weekend entrepreneurs share their
secrets. It's all the information you need to forge your
own path to the life you deserve.
From clearing the clutter to handling storage issues,
the many space-saving projects come complete with
descriptions and illustrations.
Although the average college student spends only
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between 15 and 18 hours in class in any given week,
increasing the amount of free time, there is a
correlating increase in the workload. Many college
students never learned effective study habits in high
school and believe they will be able to make it
through college just as easily. However, college and
university professors and administrators claim that
studying is directly connected to a student s ultimate
success or failure. By reading 101 Ways to Make
Studying Easier and Faster for College Students,
you can improve the effectiveness of your studying.
After all, effectiveness is not measured by the length
of time spent studying or blankly staring at a
textbook but by the level of comprehension. In this
new book, you will learn how to make a study
schedule, how to design an effective study
environment, how to read for comprehension, how to
get organized, how to find your learning style, how to
take notes during lectures, how to listen better in
class, how to use reference sources, how to boost
your concentration, how to stay motivated, how to
review and edit your notes, and how to increase
reading comprehension. You will learn effective note
taking strategies, where to study, when to study,
time management skills, strategies for reading
novels and text books, memorization techniques,
and organizational skills. Additionally, you will find
out how to stay awake while studying, how to
change your current habits, and how to make
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studying more enjoyable. We will provide you with
various studying methods, including flashcards,
quizzes, summarizing, outlining, answering study
guide questions, and the proven SQ3R method, as
well as exercises to help improve your skills.
Furthermore, 101 Ways to Make Studying Easier
and Faster for College Students is full of tips from
students just like you, as well as professors. No two
people learn the same way, and no one study
method will work for everyone. While this book
introduces you to different study methods, the aim is
to improve your learning, your understanding, and,
ultimately, your grades. Atlantic Publishing is a
small, independent publishing company based in
Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in
the company president s garage, Atlantic Publishing
has grown to become a renowned resource for nonfiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print
covering subjects such as small business, healthy
living, management, finance, careers, and real
estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing
award winning, high-quality manuals that give
readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world
examples, and case studies with expert advice.
Every book has resources, contact information, and
web sites of the products or companies discussed.
As the Web has grown, it has become a major hub
of business and commerce, and millions of people
are making money online every day. But it can be
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difficult to understand the best ways of generating
income online. If you've ever dreamed of
supplementing your income--or even making your
primary living--via one of today's many online
opportunities, this book will show you how. Jay
Miletsky's 101 TIPS FOR MAKING MONEY ONLINE
provides a wealth of tips and techniques for using
the Web and its many resources to make money.
Whether you're hoping for just a little extra income or
you would like to start your own full-time Web-based
business, this book's clear step-by-step guidance
and clear examples will give you the help you need,
including working with e-commerce, generating
revenue through advertising, getting a site
developed, driving traffic, and using social
networking. This book will provide a plan of action
that will help you increase, or replace, your income
using the Web. Why not join the millions of people
who are making money online and seeing their
dreams come true? Let 101 TIPS FOR MAKING
MONEY ONLINE show you how.
From her survey of more than a hundred eligible
men, noted relationship author Michelle McKinney
Hammond paints a realistic picture of what really
attracts men to women and what to do with his
attention once you've got it.... Men appreciate
women who are open and honest (and smell nice!)
Women who love the Lord radiate an inner beauty
that is unequalled to any face cream sold on the
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Home Shopping Network Men really do notice the
small details so take notice of how you present
yourself in public. A clean, well-organized home tells
a man that you have your life in order and are ready
for commitment. Making your man feel like a priority
in your life once you've captured his attention is
crucial.
The determining factor in whether a child between
the ages of six and seventeen enjoys athletics is his
or her parents -- not the sport, coach, or team. Yet,
parents are often unaware of how their behavior and
expectations impact their child's experience. In 101
Ways to Be a Terrific Sports Parent, Dr. Joel Fish, a
sport psychologist who is also the dad of three
young athletes, shares both his clinical expertise and
practical experience to help parents develop a
deeper understanding of the many issues that
surround the young athlete. For athletes of all skill
levels, from Little League to high school, Dr. Fish
discusses how to: •Help your child reach his or her
full athletic potential •Develop strategies to deal with
competitive pressure •Know if you're too involved or
not involved enough •Interact successfully with your
child's coach, and more With insights into the
different developmental and self-esteem issues
facing girls and boys, information on parenting a
superstar athlete, and special tips for single parents,
101 Ways to Be a Terrific Sports Parent will help any
parent make sports a memorable and happy
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experience for their child.
Feel like life's too busy to find your zen? Think again.
Be a calmer, more productive, healthier you, without
sacrificing precious hours. Discover the secret
wellness hacks you can incorporate into your routine
- whether it's a 5-minute focus exercise on your
commute, 10 minutes' meditation at lunchtime, or
balanced nutrition ideas for your next trip abroad.
The mindfulness, meditation, nutrition, yoga and
stretching ideas in 101 Ways to Live Well all focus
on providing easy, quick, tangible solutions to the
stresses and strains of everyday life. That means
ditching the generic, one-size-fits-all approach and
embracing the targeted, let's-get-this-sorted attitude,
with tips from experts in their fields including:
Mindfulness exercises to help you sleep A midmorning snack that will crush your cravings Yoga
twists that will stimulate your digestion Why and how
to reconnect with friends you've lost touch with This
holistic approach promises to help you create space
in your life, declutter your brain and become
unflappable in the face of whatever life throws your
way. And with gorgeous original illustrations, this is a
beautiful compact package - the perfect gift book for
the busy person in your life. Chapters cover all
aspects of modern life: Home Work Play
Relationships Travel These bite-sized wellness tips
are designed to inject a little daily zen into an on-thego lifestyle and help readers to live life to the full Page 9/18
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whether they're on the road or at home. About
Lonely Planet: Started in 1973, Lonely Planet has
become the world's leading travel guide publisher
with guidebooks to every destination on the planet,
gift and lifestyle books and stationery, as well as an
award-winning website, magazines, a suite of mobile
and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller
community. Lonely Planet's mission is to enable
curious travellers to experience the world and to truly
get to the heart of the places they find themselves in.
TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards 2012, 2013,
2014, and 2015 winner in Favorite Travel Guide
category 'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like
no other.' - New York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on
everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's
hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's
everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of
people how to travel the world.' - Fairfax Media
(Australia)
Suggests new ways to take notes, listen to lectures, learn
vocabulary, and research information.
Inside this little book one of Britain’s top Scrabble players
reveals his top tips for all day, everyday Scrabble success.
Features 101 proven strategies to design and deliver Active
Training for virtually any topic. Trainers will discover a toolkit
full of creative, challenging, and fun ways to enliven learning.
Redesigned so readers can more readily identify strategies
that hold the most promise for specific training situations,
topics, and learning objectives, as well as adding suggested
conditions for each: length of time, number of participants,
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etc. Each strategy is illustrated with a case example. Also
features 20 how-to lists (200 total) that any trainer will find
indispensable when facilitating active training, including
practical guidelines for setting up the classroom for active
training, obtaining participation at any time, utilizing props,
making lectures active, and more. The active learning
strategies are organized into three major categories that
correlate to the distinct phases of effective training session:
the opening, the main learning events, and the closing. Within
these three categories, readers will find sub-categories, such
as team building, stimulating discussion, team learning, elearning, skill development, review, application planning, etc.
New learning activities cover topics to include:
communication, change management, coaching, feedback,
creativity and innovation, conflict and collaboration, diversity
and inclusion, leadership, customer service, decision-making,
problem solving, self-management. The strategies and
activities in this book are geared to classroom delivery of
training. A separate collection is devoted entirely to online
learning strategies and activities, 101 Ways to Make Online
Learning Active. What will continue to set these books apart
is the relevance of dozens of new examples, the wisdom and
impact of fresh practical tips, and the rigor and expertise
supporting dozens of exercises and techniques.
101 Ways to Make More Profits
Minimalism meets DIY in an accessible guide to household
waste reduction We all know how important it is to reduce our
environmental footprint, but it can be daunting to know where
to begin. Enter Kathryn Kellogg, who can fit all her trash from
the past two years into a 16-ounce mason jar. How? She
starts by saying “no” to straws and grocery bags, and “yes”
to a reusable water bottle and compostable dish scrubbers. In
101 Ways to Go Zero Waste, Kellogg shares these tips and
more, along with DIY recipes for beauty and home; advice for
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responsible consumption and making better choices for home
goods, fashion, and the office; and even secrets for how to go
waste free at the airport. “It’s not about perfection,” she
says. “It’s about making better choices.” This is a practical,
friendly blueprint of realistic lifestyle changes for anyone who
wants to reduce their waste.
Find creative ways to make money in businesses with little
competition Using interviews with unconventional
entrepreneurs, the author's own wide-ranging experience with
weird jobs, and extensive research, 101 Weird Ways to Make
Money reveals unusual, sometimes dirty, yet profitable jobs
and businesses. Whether you're looking for a job that suits
your independent spirit, or want to start a new business, this
unique book shows you moneymaking options you haven't
considered. Most of these outside-the-box jobs don't require
extensive training, and are also scalable as businesses,
allowing you to build on your initial success. Jobs and
businesses covered include cricket and maggot farming,
environmentally friendly burials, making and selling solarroasted coffee, daycare services for handicapped children,
and many more Each chapter features a "where the money
is" section on how to scale-up and be profitable Author writes
a popular website and email newsletter on unusual ways to
make money Whether you're seeking a new career, an
additional revenue stream, or a new business idea, you will
want to discover 101 Weird Ways to Make Money.
This new volume features 101 fresh strategies to design and
deliver online active training for any topic. Trainers will
discover a toolkit full of creative, challenging, and fun ways to
enliven learning. Designed so readers can more easily
identify strategies that hold the most promise for specific
training situations, topics, and learning objectives, as well as
providing suggested conditions for each: length of time,
number of participants, etc. Each strategy is illustrated with a
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case example. Also features 20 how-to lists (200 total) that
any trainer will find indispensable when facilitating online
learning, including practical guidelines for setting up
technology, choosing asynchronous vs. synchronous delivery,
scheduling for multiple time zones, making lectures active,
and much more. In addition to online learning activities for
opening, training, and closing for a variety of categories, this
volume features best practices from top experts for using
social media and common e-learning tools, including
PowerPoint and Articulate. Also offers tools and techniques
for the full gamut of online learning practices, from
gamification and simulations to serious games and mlearning. The strategies and activities in this book are geared
to classroom delivery of training. A separate collection is
devoted entirely to online learning strategies and activities,
em style="font-size: 10px;"101 Ways to Make Online
Learning Active. What will continue to set these books apart
is the relevance of dozens of new examples, the wisdom and
impact of fresh practical tips, and the rigor and expertise
supporting dozens of exercises and techniques.

The author and illustrator of the hilarious "Bigfoot: I Not
Dead" and "Me Write Book" comes out of the woods and
charges straight into the corporate jungle with this
collection of deadly doodles.
Many Haitians living abroad yearn to return to Haiti. In
some fashion, they intend make a meaningful impact on
Haiti's socio-economic condition. Though, often they
don't know where to start or their possibilities. The
content within this book will assist passionate and readyto-act entrepreneurs. It guides them toward change, so
that they may impact Haiti's future in a meaningful and
lasting way. Through the fostering of commerce, jobs,
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and investment, we can help impact the country during
this generation and those proceeding us.What You'll
Gain Through This Book:101 pragmatic business ideas.
Most only need minimal capital or upfront
costs.Guidance on where to execute each business
idea.Discussion of issues regarding legal registration, tax
compliance, and labor norms.Advice on effective
financing and funding options....and more!
A collection of simple tried and tested marketing ideas
that business owners can implement easily and cheaply.
In politics, there are no prizes for second place. Packed
with advice and practical examples, this new, fully
updated edition of the classic political guide reveals the
insider secrets and skills you need to make sure you're a
winner on election day. In 101 bite-sized chapters,
seasoned campaign professionals Mark Pack and
Edward Maxfi eld share successful tactics from around
the globe to help steer you on the course to power.
Learn how to pass the three-seconds test; don't wear a
helmet when crushing cars with a tank; and never, ever,
forget the law of the left nostril. Heed these lessons and
win that election.
Turn every workday into a source of satisfaction with this
treasure trove of 101 ways to improve productivity,
minimize stress and find happiness on the job. For
example: #34 Smile Do you smile at work? If not, you
may be confusing your serious look with professionalism.
The reality is that not smiling just makes you look
unhappy. #41 Take Ten The next time you can't get
started on a task or project, tell yourself you will only
work on it for ten minutes. Chances are you'll stick with it
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once you've started, but even if you move on after ten
minutes, you will have accomplished that much more.
"This book offers a collection of simple yet powerful
ideas to turn every workday into a great workday."—Jeff
Anderson, VP Product Management, FranklinCovey
Here is a book for every curious, courageous, or
desperate person who’s willing to set convention aside
to earn a living in the face of an ailing economy. From
fashioning balloon animals to promoting liquor brands to
picking berries in Australia, this easy-to-read,
entertaining book takes a candid look at over a hundred
jobs that don’t require you to sit in an office eight hours
a day, five days a week.
The author of How to Attract Anyone, Anytime, Anyplace
provides specific suggestions on how, where, and when
to flirt, techniques to broaden social skills, and various
other do's and don'ts when attempting to meet a mate.
Original.

A growing marriage is a healthy marriage, and
communication is the key! Noted Christian counselor
Norm Wright draws on his years of counseling
couples to provide 101 insightful conversation
starters to encourage you and your partner to spend
time together and deepen your relationship. From
time management to children and from finances to
items you may not have considered, you'll find
questions that provide... innovative ideas to spark
your creativity observations on romance to open up
new levels of intimacy topics to strengthen your
relationship conversation starters to enhance
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communication nonthreatening openings to bring up
sensitive topics If you want more from your marriage,
101 Ways to Build a Stronger, More Exciting
Marriage invites you to learn more about each other
through engaging and fun interactions.
More Joy in Your Job! People expect more out of
their work now - not just a steady paycheck, but
satisfaction and an opportunity to make a difference
with others. Stephanie Goddard Davidson, author of
101 Ways to Have a Great Day at Work now shows
you how to take your job and love it! Easy to read
and even easier to use, this power-packed little book
will help you transform your work experience:
Techniques for career enjoyment through improving
your skills and changing your perceptions How what
you wear can affect your internal motivation and shift
your point of view to promote career happiness
Breakthrough techniques for doing your best work
Coaching yourself into a meaningful career
Developing your best work in only minutes a day
Surpassing expectations - your bosses' and your
own People skills and self-management In her
signature easy-to-read and easy-to-use style,
Stephanie Davidson has written another book that
will transform the workplace. PRAISE FOR 101
WAYS TO HAVE A GREAT DAY AT WORK "A
collection of simple yet powerful ideas to turn every
workday into a great workday." Jeff Anderson, Vice
President of Product Management, Franklin Covey
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"What a difference this book has made in my day-today productivity and stress levels." Tricia Mathes,
Vice President, NPS Staffing
After her run on rock radio, Steele built a consulting
and motivational-speaking business partly on the
lessons she learned from wildly successful people in
the music business. Her advice for successdispensed in brief dollops shorter than a page (often
just one sentence)-is ridiculously sane.
From a legend in the field of training comes a
resource that gives managers, team leaders, and
supervisors 101 tips, tactics, and simple strategies to
brighten up meetings and move the action along
while successfully fulfilling goals and objectives.
Remember when you could go into a shop and the
assistant actually knew about the products they were
selling? How many times have you been frustrated
beyond belief because you have had to chase the
sales person who is supposed to be helping you?
When was the last time you were impressed with the
level of service you received? Customers want and
demand better service and that means better sales
skills. 101 Ways to Sell More of Anything to Anyone
will help anyone improve their sales skills. But rather
than gimmicky ideas, slick sales spiels or fast-talking
techniques to fleece customers, this book goes back
to the solid values of selling, which are now more
important than ever. Andrew explains the ten biggest
and most common sales mistakes These 121 tips
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will help anyone learn how to sell more of anything to
anyone - and do it in a positive and responsible way.
Andrew Griffiths has developed a powerful
reputation as Australia's leading small business
expert. His 101 Ways business-building series is
now sold in over 50 countries, and his no-nonsense
style and down-to-earth advice appeals to business
owners in all industries all over the world.
Publisher Fact Sheet Helps you become more
effective in today's competitive, fast-paced world by
going beyond the usual time management books to
provide a broad range of strategies & tactics to gain
the personal productivity boost you so desperately
need.
This guide provides business managers with 101
ways to make more profits.
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